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As the Microsoft company is constant rising in its enhanced and user-friendly products, the
expectation from the trademark is seemingly increasing. After launching various version of Windows
operating system, people are expecting something new and unique from newly announced
Windows 8 beta launch. Expectation is that the latest windows might work on new Xbox.

Well, the release of new Xbox is still under the process but meanwhile rumors have already
released regarding its features, capabilities, processing power as well as its physical disc containing
facet. With all these rumors and queries it seems hard to answer such question like whether or not
Windows 8 could be a core engine of the latest Xbox. But, following the concept on theoretical
basis, it is quite logic have this.

How Windows 8 can be an OS of Xbox?

The Language is alike - The language, Metro UI, required for Xbox to get operated is present in new
Windows8. The language, in fact, is paid out by Microsoft itself. Hence, Windows 8 on the system is
much likely like system in Xbox 360. Apps are easily managed by Metro UI and the same style of
management is about to come to the light along with Kinect and, again, Xbox apps like video, music
and so on. The previous idea was checked out practically at the event of Microsoftâ€™s press.

Social Connection â€“ Xbox Live can be connected with Windows mobiles, Windows 8 and more other
internet OS apps. This integration is supposed to grow and spread via not merely Windows Live but
also other means. To make it perfect, social canals like Facebook, Twitter and etc. can be included
for gaming as well as for video and audio chats.

Windows 8 Apps must support Xbox â€“ As Microsoft company is already in process with Kinect
development, it is more like to be seemed as the apps that functions for Windows 8 must be
supporting Xbox to a great extent.

Xbox touch-screen facility seems to match with Windows8 supporting features -  AS per the current
generation, it is highly expected that with each launch of gadget the touch-screen facility will be
provided and the same is with Xbox. If Xbox will be coming up with screen touch facet then
Windows 8 is perfect OS for Xbox as the latter is also providing touch-screen OS to the PC users,
provided they have touch-screen monitors.
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